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Abstract

In Multi-Agent Systems, co-ordination plays an important role and addresses a hard problem when taken at distributed and dynamic way. Up to now, several approaches embark solving mechanisms upon agent, interaction, organisation or environment levels indistinctly. However, in a Multi-Agent Oriented Programming perspective, we need to consider the dynamics at every MAS component. In this article we address this MAOP view through a co-ordination model based on the Vowels Paradigm, which offers a componential view of a MAS and a development platform. So, our model takes this decomposition method through a cognitive approach by using multi-agent plan relations and social aspects by means of social dependence. Differently of classical component focused models, we orient our approach to every component of the MAS by addressing some co-ordination approaches into an integrated co-ordination model. This model is illustrated through the RoboCup application in order to evaluate these co-ordination ideas.

1 Introduction

During these last years Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) have become more and more popular, as a framework for building large, complex and robust distributed systems. Roughly, this approach is intended to build flexible systems with complex and sophisticated behaviour by combining modular components. The research focuses on more and more dynamic, vague, non-determinist, real-time environments and more realistic situations. Recently, several works have focused on dynamic and distributed scenarios with a high level of interaction (co-operation, co-ordination, and competition) among agents becoming more and more autonomous.

Distributed Artificial Intelligence aims to design co-ordination mechanisms for groups of autonomous, distributed, rational agents. Co-ordination has been defined as the management of dependencies between activities [12]. This management aims to guarantee coherence of orchestrated actions through anticipa-
ation from other's actions [10], while trying to provide global resolution coherently [11]. Until now, technologies and paradigms to co-ordinate multi-agents are centred on one or some basic components of MAS. At agent level, by using architectures based on the reasoning and the control of the agent. This approach meets technologies of planning, decision and control based on the mental states of the agent (BDI approaches) and its capacity of perception and world modelling (interpretation) [9, 16]. At the organisation level, through social structures, dynamic coalition formation and mechanisms of social dependence [18, 1]. Even works on Teamwork [3, 21] are either centred on the agent or on the interaction, because they encapsulate, at the agent level, a subjective interpretation of the global task, kept by Joint Intention rules that guarantee coherence and persistence of global goals. A brief overview about the co-ordination centred on MAS components is provided in the next section.

In this article we are mainly concerned with the problem of co-ordination through multi-agent oriented programming by using the Vowels Paradigm [7]. In other words, we take the multi-agent co-ordination at the standpoint of the dynamics in Agent, Environment, Interaction and Organisation components, instead of a one purely centred to only one of these components. Our aim is to propose a co-ordination model at the multi-agent level, based on a rather cognitive approach through relations between multi-agent plans and social aspects by means of social dependence notions. We present this co-ordination model based on Vowels paradigm in the Section 3 and illustrate the application of the model through a RoboCup application example in the Section 4.

2 Co-ordination through MAS components

Several approaches have addressed the problem of co-ordination. However, the question is always how to supply the agent architecture with functions and interaction patterns to support construction of the system and to allow it to co-ordinate efficiently and robustly. The same approach is used to build MAS centred on Interaction, Environment or Organisation views.

2.1 Agent Oriented View

Most technologies are centred and encapsulated on only one component, usually the agent. At abstract level, the architecture of the agent reflects the dynamic characteristic of the society through a layer that describes the opportunities of co-ordination, communication, co-operation keeping the agent sufficiently autonomous. Also, a social model adds an organisational degree of knowledge that reflects the dynamics of the MAS in terms of the social structure, the hierarchical organisation of roles, resources and goals.

Describing dynamics under agent standpoint, at the specification level, means to include a module or a co-ordination layer (interaction, negotiation or planning) into the agent, by taking into account multi-level reasoning. That is, the level of the co-ordination control lays on the agent architecture by using
negotiation-based approaches or task/resource reallocation. On the other hand, the notion of communication protocol enriches an interaction layer that codes messages, intentions and actions of the agent through state graphs or Petri’s networks.

2.2 Interaction Oriented View

Usually, most of the work about multi-agent co-ordination has been taken through interaction approaches, by representing dynamic relationships among the agents according to their actions, goals and skills. The nature of their goals defines whether they will cooperate or compete among them and which type of communication protocol should be instantiated. Under co-ordination point of view, the interaction component provides solving action and resource conflicts with negotiation and information exchange.

Mechanisms of interaction should handle the information exchange and the communication management to increase the system knowledge, such as representation of the others and the meta-information about the communication models. These mechanisms are supposed to support the coherence at the representational level of the interactions among agent-environment, through perception and action, and among agent-organisation by the structure of roles/tasks and the joint commitments. For example, the model of Joint Intentions [2] inspires most of the surrounding areas of co-ordination that use Teamwork [3, 21].

The Interaction-Oriented Programming (IOP) framework [20] specifies the interaction among agents under three layers: co-ordination, commitments and collaboration. Here, we are mainly interested in the co-ordination layer, which represents the activities of communicative interaction described by means of protocols, dialogues, arguments and negotiation. The co-ordination layer takes into account the problem of creating specifications for the “conversational” behaviour and the interaction among agents. By considering that the agents act among themselves in a communicative way, and physically with the environment, Singh [19, 20] suggests modelling the conversational aspects through instances of the communicative activity, that is by using speech acts and physical acts, reinforcing the interaction agent-agent and agent-environment, respectively. In this way, the co-ordination under IOP aims to detect conversational relations by means of a bipartite structure of messages to meet co-ordination requirements.

2.3 Environment Oriented View

From an environment standpoint, co-ordination is primarily a social phenomenon characterised in terms of the relations between an entire system and its environment. The Artificial Life and Environment-Oriented Programming (EOP) approaches [8, 14, 15] have stated that close relations between the agent activities being performed in the same environment create dependencies between activities and uncertainty from the perception process. As the agent has to act based on those perceptions and the characteristics of the environment and its
dependencies, a co-ordination behaviour is primarily determined by its environment. According to [15], the environment plays an active role in reactive models of co-ordination, supplying information fusion about different agents passing over same locations, distributing information from nearby locations and ignoring too old information not refreshed further.

2.4 Organisation Oriented View

By considering co-ordination through organisation, we find several approaches that take into account social structures, task and role reallocation or dynamic coalition formation. In several cases, the description of the dynamics at organisational level uses structures of knowledge still in the agent’s model. As an example, Sichman [18] represents organisational (social) information at the agent level through external descriptions and dependencies between these descriptions through Dependence Networks (DEPNET). Decker [6] removes task/action descriptions from the agent’s architecture, simply by describing a structure of tasks with the possible relationships in a higher level.

2.5 Discussion

In the perspective of Agent Oriented Programming, the description of several components of a system becomes dependent of the domain and of certain basic constituents like the agent model, mainly. Although these definitions are well established in the MAS community, they concern only one component and embark co-ordination mechanisms at the level of this component. We are looking for precisely a decentralisation of the co-ordination within the basic components (Agents, Environments, Interactions and Organisations) through the Vowels paradigm [7], to find more general design patterns of MAS. The problem is to find a framework that integrates all these technologies so as to fit dynamics in every component. Hence, MAS design could be really componential, in the sense that even the dynamics of the system is foreseen at abstract level, towards Multi-Agent Oriented Programming (MAOP).

3 Vowels Co-ordination Model

The co-ordination problem under the Vowels perspective presents a level of representation focusing basically on co-ordination requirements about classes of dependencies between activities. These classes of dependencies concern relation between plans, resources and actions; conflicting or incompatible goal; task time completion; task/sub-task relationships and so on.

We present a co-ordination model oriented to MAS based on the Vowels approach that focuses on plan relations and social dependence. As we orient our approach to every component of the MAS, we address some co-ordination approaches into an integrated co-ordination model. At the organisational level, we take the Sichman’s social reasoning mechanism [18] and we extend it to
use a planning approach also at the interaction level. The plan relations are borrowed from Martini's work [13] about co-ordination actions among planning agents. In this case, we utilise potential plan relations at agent and organisation levels through the extension of the DEpendence NETwork (DEPNET) from [18]. At Environment level, we associate a description of the activities, resources and world representation to Dekker's T-EMS\(^1\) [6]. This level describes possible relations at task level in a T-EMS-like structure, always based on the DEPNET, but this time at global level, that is, at task objective level. In the follow up, we describe the model under each MAS component (called "brick" at Vowels Paradigm) and the possible co-ordination dependencies that are involved.

3.1 (A)gent-(O)riginisation Co-ordination Level

The main dependence at this level of description is that of the Agent component with regard to another one. Thereupon, co-ordination problems are directly related to dependencies between activities, taken by means of agents' actions, goals and plans.

At this level, we describe a DEPNET-based approach that can be applied either to the organisation level or to the agent level to capture aspects and dependencies for co-ordination. At the agent level, we propose to include external descriptions for each agent as in Sichman's work [18], including some plan details. A DEPNET represents a relation of complementarity between actions from several agents. A priori, it represents dependencies between two or more agents for an action and a resource in order to determine a better coalition towards a group of complementary co-operating agents. In Sichman's work, a DEPNET represents social dependencies among agents for actions, resources and goals. This structure is built from a description of actions, resources, goals and plans that each agent possesses about the others throughout an External Description (ED), exchanged by all the agents in the society.

Figure 1 illustrates the specification for the DEPNET at agent level. The diagram illustrates goal, action and resource representation to the Sichman's-based External Description, plus our planning level representation. An agent has goals to achieve. A goal is reached by associated plans. Plans are composed by an ordered set of completed instantiations actions. Each action description contains its identification, the necessary set of pre- and post-conditions, required resources and evaluating information such as estimated time and quality, in order to check by time conflicts and handling facilitate or enable action relationships. A co-ordination dependence is related either to a relation between plans, resources and/or actions, or to a conflicting or incompatible goal.

At organisation level, we extend this approach to comply also for roles instead of agents only. In this way, the main idea is to describe each role by means of goals and plans, outlining a kind of pre-established behaviour to the role and supplying it with a description of the necessary tasks to achieve each goal through plans. By describing some predictable information at this level

---

\(^1\)Task Analysis, Environment Modelling and Simulation
we can aggregate some relationships between tasks as a means of describing possible co-ordination dependencies. This approach combine some aspects of the non-local effects\(^2\) of Decker’s T.AMS, but in our case, we constrain the range of relationships describing some task time completion or task/sub-task relationships in the global structure.

In this approach, the diagram in Figure 2 illustrates goal, action, resource and plan representations to External Descriptions, but related to roles, rather than agents. We take a role as a kind of abstract agent which will calculate its DEPNET with regard to some specifications done by the system designer, to facilitate the description. In this way, a role (abstract agent) has goals to achieve and the description of role structure it the same as for agents. Additionally, at this level we include some possible relations among tasks captured by dependence descriptions such as enabling and facilitating tasks, task/sub-task relationships and resource management.

---

\(^2\)As enables, facilitates and so on, which describe relationships between two tasks [5].
intersection among both structures, otherwise some services of co-ordination are
triggered to solve dependencies.

3.2 (I)nteraction Co-ordination Level

Together with a DEPNET approach at the organisational level, we describe a set of plan relations based on Martial's taxonomy [13]. Martial's work presents a co-ordination framework based on multi-agent plan relations covering potentially harmful (negative) and favourable (positive) relationships among individual plans in a group of autonomous agents. Relations account for resource sharing, temporal conflicts, redundant actions, favourable actions and subsumption. The main idea is that a co-ordinating agent takes two conflicting plans and proposes co-ordination actions, resulting in co-ordinated individual plans. This approach is agent-centred, in the sense that the co-ordinator proposes a reordering of these actions based on spatial and temporal resources. The notion of negative and positive relations is formally presented in order to form the basic concepts of the multi-agent co-ordination framework. By extension, a plan relation is detected if exists such relation among the refinements of the actions in those plans. A positive relation between two plans is defined according to the situations of equality, subsumption and favour. In our model, this case is applied at Interaction level to meet distributed planning requirements by using plan relations such as RESOURCE/TIME CONFLICTS, FAVOUR, REDUNDANCY, EQUALITY relations.

The class "Relation" illustrated in the Figures 1 and 2, describes this level. Hence, if some plan, action or resource relationship is detected, either by means of intersection operation with DEPNETs or throughout explicit marks of relations described by the designer, respective relations will be integrated in the plan description. With these dependencies in hand, we apply some co-ordination actions, such as REDUCE INTERVAL/RESOURCE, REMOVE, ADD and REFINEMENT.

Otherwise, when relations cannot be solved or evaluated by planning dependence requirements, the model is flexible enough to integrate negotiation and classical contracting or communication approaches. This means, at MAS design and development level, that we addressed the needs a co-ordination problem requires to be solved through the dependencies among the agents. To a modular standpoint, we supply some co-ordination services that can be made by the developer and integrated to the system. For instance, the services can be related to the co-ordination actions, as aforesaid, or by using communication facilities. In this last case, the problem is reduced to the classical approaches for co-ordination at Interaction level and the communication costs must be taken into account.

3.3 (E)nvironment Co-ordination Level

In this level, dependencies between activities are realised by means of a close relation between the agent activities being performed in the same environment.
Indeed, co-ordination can be realised as a social phenomenon in terms of the relations between the entire system and its environment [14, 15]. Here, we differentiate "conversational" interaction among agents through performatives from the interaction of the kind A-E-A (Agent-Environment and conversely) that is made in a directly way on the world, by modifying the status of passive objects. Additionally, this cycle is a kind of instance of planning-execution loop, meaning the agent needs a sequence of actions already chose with regard to the previous state of the world to act, certainly decided in a cycle of control that stacks actions in a structure of intentions. Also, resources are related to the Environment component that might be capable to control the information about every resource in the system. This can be achieved through a management of the controlled resource or a state flow representing the availability of resources.

We use some co-ordination mechanisms from Decker’s GP G approach [4] to solve certain dependencies. In order to deal with interdependencies between tasks in a problem-solving situation, Decker presents a framework to model complex task environments through T:EMS. Co-ordination in GP G is achieved through commitments to certain tasks executed by some time and with some quality. These commitments are represented in the agent’s T:EMS task structure and are reached by using a set of co-ordination mechanisms: updating non-local viewpoints; communicating results; handling simple redundancy and handling hard and soft co-ordination relationships. Thus, GP G generates and adapts plans according to the dependencies represented by T:EMS in order to achieve a certain expected quality or duration measure. So, methods to execute on the planning level (Figure 1) take into account some relations like Enables, Facilitates, Cancel and so on, that are represented into the task structure (local or global DE PNET).

3.4 Discussion

This model covers a great part of the co-ordination requirements that we have considered along this description, such as relation between plans, resources and actions, conflicting or incompatible goal, etc. However, is difficult to realise each co-ordination component separately. Thus, Schiman’s work is not enough to address co-ordination problems and we have extended it for planning situation in order to take benefit of plan relation ideas. The advantage is that Martial’s approach, integrated to external description, enables some relationship description at organisational and agent levels. In (I) interaction and (E) environment bricks, we associate plan relations to interaction from agents to the each other at communication level, and to the environment through planning approach.

Nevertheless, we are intended to propose a complete co-ordination model, but one that covers with some constraints what we consider important. Thus, we have analysed co-ordination under some aspects such as MAS oriented and through planning as solving method. By integrating these aspects we meet our constraints of a co-ordination model oriented MAS.

We illustrate the application of the model through a highly dynamic domain, with a strongly uncertain and distributed environment, the RoboCup.
We are particularly interested in multi-agent co-ordination by distributed planning, thus we describe a specific situation to check the model under two co-ordination requirements: complementarity of actions/resources and relation between plans/actions. The former is illustrated by an opportunistic pass situation, while the latter involves choosing an action for a common goal.

4 The RoboCup Application

RoboCup is an initiative aiming to supply Distributed Artificial Intelligence and Robotics research with a testbed based on soccer game robots to be used in Distributed Problems Solving methodologies and Multi-Agent Systems [9, 11]. A SoccerServer is used in the graphic simulation of the multiple mobile robots in a bi-dimensional space. Simulation league is constituted of two teams with 11 players each and the management of movements, actions and communication is reached through the server. The server supplies yet another virtual field of games where elements take place such as players, the ball and flags, all of them calculated and positioned with regard to actions passed on for the clients. The connection of the players with the server is made through the protocol UDP/IP, which confers a certain degree of realism and allows simulating incomplete and incorrect information (as noise in the sensors, for example).

4.1 Co-ordination in the RoboCup

We illustrate some ideas of co-ordination and relations between plans by some examples. The motion can be executed in parallel with other actions, for example, positioning on the field while observing the teammate who holds the ball. In this case, the player maintains a certain global confidence about the ball holder, when every player executes the same joint action. If the player which possesses the ball decides to pass it to someone else, it can communicate this decision and the remainder of the team gets ready for a change of the plan. In that case, the ball confidence in every player would be updated and new actions will be selected to carry out (or to solve) these belief change about the ball holder. During the game, many conflict situations can appear and the module of co-ordination would try to solve them. For example, if several players go all together on the ball, these redundant actions are detected by the co-ordination model and solved through communication or perception of the respective position of each other player with regard to the ball.

4.2 Development through the Vowels Approach

We have developed the application through the Vowels Paradigm by using the Volcano platform [17], which allows the development of MAS. By means of this platform and the Vowels approach, we have defined the models and architectures for each brick at design level. The simulation league utilises a soccer server that
provides operators, results and visual display for the clients (players). Thereupon, we have centred this application on the Environment (E) brick as point of start of the application. This brick captures the most of the specificity of the Robocup domain in order to offer more generic models for the other bricks. The communication in Robocup Server is imposed through the server by using the soccer field as interaction medium, so we have decided to not use a conventional (I)nteraction brick and then all communication is realised through the server (E brick). Thus, every message that the agents exchange pass from the Agent (A) brick to the (E) brick directly. The perception is a module that implements a simple parser of the sensor information and updates the model of the world. The module of perception, such as the model of the world, is realised in the (E) brick, so that, part of perception, action and simulation are in fact carried out by the SoccerServer. The model of the world is represented by a memory that keeps sensory and visual information.

For the (A) brick we take an approach of cognitive planning based on a library of pre-defined plans. In this way, Planning is accomplished in every decision that the agent has to take with regard to the change of the world. In the case of Robocup, we consider strategies as agent’s individual plans. In this context, plans are a sequence of actions (basic operations) which have to follow a schedule (the interval of the cycle of perception, for example) and execute the sequence of actions to reach a goal, as shown in the Figure 3. For example, if the goal is to follow a dribble, the plan is represented for a sequence of actions by alternating basic operations (turn, dash and kick). But the parameters of the functions are set taking into account the environment and the current situation of the game. Several plans can be pre-established from the knowledge of the domain and we represent these plans through a library of strategies.

A module of action aims to execute basic operations supplied for the module of planning, taking into account the role of every agent, plays through three different levels:

1. **TacticalBehaviour** is a sort of cognitive plan which contains pre-established strategies but which can have relations with the plans of the other players;

2. **IndividualSkills** correspond to actions of higher level and is represented as a set of the basic operators;

3. **BasicOperators** represents available actions in the server to simulate the behaviour of the players on the field.

The (O)rganisation brick is implemented through a generic group/role structure, which handle organisational information about the teams and the players. Every player is autonomous and acts in a surface of game appropriate for every type of function. These functions are represented by roles in an organisational structure where each agent possesses different skills with regards to its role and the situation of the game.
Figure 3: A possible plan of attack that depends on the situation (player with or without ball).

4.3 Co-ordination application through complementarity of actions and resources

In this section we describe the first situation to check for complementarity of actions/resources requirement. Initially, agents build their individual external descriptions, which contains information for social reasoning within agents. In this way, the model allows to deduce dependencies among the agents based on the complementarity of actions, goals and plans. Mental states in the agents are changed according to current situations during the game. Thus, we have to consider not only the complementarity of actions or resources, but also situations during plan execution.

Roles have an external description (ED) such as:

```plaintext
Role{ Fed := Goals : [fwdDirAttack(), makeGoal()],
    Plans : [fwdDirAttack(), makeGoal(), goHomePosition()],
    Actions : [chaseBall(), dribbleToGoal(),
                kick(power, goalDirection),
                lookAtHomePos(), turn(homeDir), dash(power)],
    Resources : [ball, playerDir, goalDir] }. 
```

According to (A-O) co-ordination level (Section 3.1), each agent has instantiated its own individual ED from this role ED in order to trigger its behaviour. At some moment, the player calculates its DEPNET with regard to co-ordination requirements by checking the current ED with the higher level
role $ED$, which represents the game strategy. At this level, a co-ordination dependence is represented by a relation description of some pre- or post-conditions that affect another role’s action. For example, a chaseBall action depends on the ball resource (through some confidence value). Also, a followAttack() plan in the midfield role, depends on the fwdDirAttack() plan in the forward role, to an efficient passBall action.

By applying the co-ordination model through complementarity of actions and resources, we consider the (O) level and we built a DEPNET concerning player roles, related to external descriptions of agents. In this situation, there is an explicit representation of the role behaviours, such as Forwards, Defenders. So, each role has a set of goals, plans and actions in a structure such as it was illustrated in Figure 2 (Section 3.1). The plan is described to each role through the (O) brick and they are assigned to each agent that plays that role. From this moment, each player changes its external description according to environment evolution. Thus, when a collaborative action is required or a coordination requirement is detected, the player can check its current plan with the role pattern and decide when to communicate or to act.

We represent only a moment of the game, an opportunistic pass situation: a situation of pass close to the goal of the opponent team as illustrated in the Figure 4. In this situation, the goal of the agent $Ag_8$ is to shoot towards the opponent goal, but opponent players block it. There is another player $Ag_9$ in a favourable position, but other opponent blocks him for a direct pass. However, the player $Ag_8$ knows, according to its external description, that the player $Ag_8$ is free and it can pass the ball towards the goal or towards the player $Ag_9$.

![Figure 4: Example of a pass situation.](image)

Regarding dependence of some resources, the player $Ag_8$ calculates his DEPNET concerning its teammates, $Ag_8$ and $Ag_9$. The player $Ag_8$ wants to move forward but it is surrounded by opponent players; according to the external description it notices whether the agent $Ag_8$ and $Ag_9$ is quite close and free. Both players $Ag_8$ and $Ag_9$ note that there is an opponent among them, then the simple pass is not possible. The best option with regard to this scenario is to
make the pass for the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \), because they know that \( A_{\text{G6}} \) is free and it can hand on the ball to the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \) and from him to the goal. Favourable position events, information about the ball and agent individual skills (\( \text{ReceiveBall} \), \( \text{DribbleToGoal} \), \( \text{MakeGoal} \)) are taken into account for the selection of this strategy. \( A_{\text{G6}} \)'s plan is to make the pass for \( A_{\text{G6}} \) and to run towards the goal. The external description of the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \) is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_{\text{G6}} )</td>
<td>PassBall</td>
<td>PassBall</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReceiveBall</td>
<td>LookatBall</td>
<td>(-\text{GoalDir})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dribble</td>
<td>LookAtPlayer</td>
<td>(-\text{PlayerDir})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DribbleToGoal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When there is an opponent in front of the goal, the capacity to mark a goal does not exist any more for the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \). Then, dependence towards \( A_{\text{G6}} \) causes a change in \( A_{\text{G6}} \)'s plans.

\( A_{\text{G6}} \)'s plan is \( \text{ReceiveBall} \), to make the pass for \( A_{\text{G6}} \) and to run towards the goal slightly behind of \( A_{\text{G6}} \). The external description of the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \) is represented in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_{\text{G6}} )</td>
<td>PassBall()</td>
<td>LookAtPlayer()</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MakeGoal()</td>
<td>Kick(power,player)</td>
<td>(-\text{GoalDir})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dribble()</td>
<td>DribbleToGoal()</td>
<td>(-\text{PlayerDir})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReceiveBall()</td>
<td>LookAtBall()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TurnBallDir()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dash(power)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: External description of the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \)

\( A_{\text{G6}} \)'s plan is \( \text{ReceiveBall} \), to make the pass for \( A_{\text{G6}} \) (\( \text{PassBall}(A_{\text{G6}}) \)) or to mark a goal (\( \text{MakeGoal} \)). The external description of the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \) is represented in Table 3. The new external description of the agent \( A_{\text{G6}} \) is represented in Table 4.

\( A_{\text{G6}} \)'s plan is \( \text{GotoGoal}(\text{Dash}) \), \( \text{ReceiveBall} \) and \( \text{MakeGoal} \). 

At this moment, all agents have the same set of plans and, by lack of space, we have omitted redundant plans in next tables.
Table 3: External description of the agent $Ag_a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Ag_a$</td>
<td>PassBall</td>
<td>PassBall</td>
<td>$\neg$Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReceiveBall</td>
<td>LookAtBall</td>
<td>GoalDir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dribble</td>
<td>LookAtPlayer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DribbleToGoal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: External description of the agent $Ag_b$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Ag_b$</td>
<td>ReceiveBall</td>
<td>PassBall</td>
<td>$\neg$Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dribble</td>
<td>LookAtBall</td>
<td>$\neg$PlayerDir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td>LookAtPlayer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MakeGoal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DribbleToGoal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Ag_b$</td>
<td>MakeGoal() := Kick(power, goal).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReceiveBall() := LookAtPlayer().</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LookAtBall().</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turn(ballDir).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dash(power).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Co-ordination by relations between plans

The initial state for plan co-ordination requires, for every action of the plan, an identification of the agent which possesses this action in its plan, time interval, duration of the action and quantity of resources required. Each agent keeps a state of co-ordination that groups all information about plans and their relations. So, a state of co-ordination is formed by the local plans of the agent and the relations with other agents' plans (for instance Equal, Subsume, Favour). This information is within the external description in each agent and instantiated from the DEPNET of roles, as defined at section 3. This situation shows co-ordination in the (E) brick, by using plan relations to decide the best action according to the world state (section 3.2).

In our example, we shall rather consider the roles of the agents in context, to simplify specification. Then, during a game, the agents are instantiated through a set of pre-established roles ($Forward$, $Defence$, $Midfield$, $Goalie$) in a set of the players, for instance for a 4-3-3 strategy:

- $Defence = \{Def_1, Def_2, Def_3, Def_4\}$;
- $Midfield = \{Mid_1, Mid_2, Mid_3\}$;
- $Forward = \{Fwd_1, Fwd_2, Fwd_3\}$;
- $Goalie = \{Goal\}$.

The local plans of every agent can be built with regard to the set of actions and sequence of pre-established plans. So, an example of local plans can be
distributed in this way:

```
Fwd = {FwdDirAttack(), MakeGoal(), GoHomePosition()}
Def = {PosDefense(), MarkOpponent(), HoldPose()}
```

The refinement of plans can be represented by the sequence of actions of a
plan hierarchy, for example:

```
FwdDirAttack() = [ChaseBall(), DribbleToGoal()]
ChaseBall() = [LookAtBall(), Turn(ballDir), Dash(power)]
DribbleToGoal() = [LookAtGoal(), Dribble()]
MakeGoal() = [Kick(power, goalDirection)]
GoHomePosition() = [LookAtHomePos(), Turn(HomeDir),
                    Dash(power)]
Dribble() = [Turn(), Kick(power, dir), Dash(power)]
```

Our example uses a group of forward players, where an instance of a group
of attack is represented as:

```
Fwd1 = [FwdDirAttack(), MakeGoal(), GoHomePosition()]
Fwd2 = [FwdIndirAttack(), MakeGoal(), GoHomePosition()]
```

In a certain moment of the game, if Fwd1 and Fwd2 activate actions
FwdDirAttack() and FwdIndirAttack() respectively, the relation Equality is
detected, because the action ChaseBall() is redundant in the plan refinement
and it can be realised by one of the agents. In this case, one of criteria of choice
will be the closest player to the ball and, so, Fwd1 or Fwd2 remove action
ChaseBall() while actions of the players are executed by them, simultaneously.

This condition is captured by the model through co-ordination requirements
at the environment level. We describe actions, plans and refinements to include
some relations at (Q) role level. This structure allows to check intersection
between external descriptions in the agent and in the role descriptions. This
intersection detects the possible relationship and determine a co-ordination ser-
vice (in this case, remove redundant actions) as a solving alternative to the
game conflict.

### 4.5 Discussion

The model has been illustrated through the RoboCup application. Our example
is a twofold one. We have illustrated a decomposition of the RoboCup application
through the Vowels Paradigm from analysis level until development and
execution phases, using Volcano platform as implementation tool. Also, we have
described our co-ordination requirements for this example and showed two situa-
tions that were handled by co-ordination through (A-O) and (A-E) bricks. In
our work, we have addressed a strongly cognitive model, because we utilise a dis-
tributed planning approach to cover with the co-ordination problem. By using
an extremely dynamic and uncertain domain, we have addressed the dynamics
of MAS at design and development levels. These aspects are captured through
dependencies between bricks as regarding to co-ordination requirements. These
dependencies and requirements are handled by relation and dependence classes described in the section 3.1. In the RoboCup application, this class describes some relations between roles and the necessary mechanisms (or services) intended to handle with them, such as strategic formation and related goals like \texttt{chaseBall} and \texttt{lookAtBall}.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this work, we have provided a principled co-ordination model oriented to MAS based on the Vowels approach, by focusing on plan relations and social dependence. Hence, our approach addresses a decentralisation of the co-ordination among Agents, Environments, Interactions and Organisations through the VOWELS framework which integrates some of these technologies at design and development level.

In our model, Sichman’s DEPNET addresses a complementary view of the tasks at organisational level, while explicit relation descriptions about plans allow the model to handle with completion task and common goals. These aspects are limited in the Sichman’s approach, so we have extended it to cover with planning situations at Organisational and Agent levels. Here we claim that a global DEPNET may be described through role features to represent a higher decision level. At Interaction component, our approach introduces some co-ordination requirements in order to check for possible dependencies at DEPNET level. So, the idea of plan relations based on Martin’s work addresses the dynamics with the environment through planning level. Traditional scheduling and negotiation can also be aggregated by the developer according to co-ordination services required at task level. For the Environment brick, we have associated some co-ordination mechanisms from PGP approach with our dependence structure (local and global DEPNET). In this way, some methods executing on the planning level use relations between tasks described in the global DEPNET to cover with some co-ordination requirements at (E) component.

This approach shows that the dynamics of MAS can be handled at each MAS component, rather than only within the agent, as claimed by AOP. Another approach of co-ordination under IOP, OOP and AOP, have already shown that is possible to take dynamic aspects at each MAS component. In a methodological view, our model covers with the MAS dynamics through its components and addresses some important ideas about a really componential methodology of the multi-agent design and development. Besides, our approach does not adopt some meta-level management in order to avoid lose the decentralized aspects of the distributed coordination handling, by using a centralized control or layer. This approach intends to keep away a decisional bottleneck of a centralized co-ordinator or control and also to centralize amounts of knowledge and control from dependency requirements among components.

We intend to apply this model to another open, distributed and dynamic application, a Distributed Agenda Management System. This application will allow us to explore a more cognitive domain with more planning details. The
model has to be refined to cover all aspects of MAS design and development to provide efficient applicability and general reusability.
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